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Academics Details 

Year Degree/Exam Institute Grade Point Average 

/Marks 

2013-present B.Tech  in Comp Sci. & Engg. Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi 7.21 

 2013 Class XII (CBSE) JVM Shyamali, Ranchi 93.8% 

2011 CLASS X(CBSE) DAV Public School, Gandhinagar, Ranchi 10 

 

Awards, Honors & Scholarship 

 All India Rank 71 in JEE Advance 2013, among top 150,000 students in JEE Main 2013 

 All India Rank 1139 in JEE Mains 2013, among over 1.3 million candidates 

 All India Rank 166 in International Maths Olympiad 2007, conducted by Eduheal Foundation 

 Among Statewise top 1% in National Standard Examination in Chemistry 2012 

 Awarded MCM scholarship at IITD  

 

Courses Done 

CS: ML, AI, Discrete Mathematics, Algorithm Design , Probabilistic Graphical Models, Data Mining, Computer 

Networks, Computer Architecture, Programming Languages, Digital Logic,  Theory of Computation, Distributed 

and Parallel Programming 

Others: Signals and Systems, Probability and Stochastic Processes, Linear Algebra, Calculus, Algebra 

 

Projects 

Mining Top K Association rules in incremental Data(BTP)      July 16-Nov 16 

 Designed an algorithm for efficient mining of TopK association rules in incremental data 
 Conceptualized border and frequent set and used the ideas of border algorithm 
 More than 50% reduction in running time using incremental algorithm as compared to static algorithm 

Geo-Location Enrichment & Map Based Visualization Tool (Intern,VISA)   May 16- July 16  
 Implemented fuzzy string matching engine to match raw names to closest entry in lookup 

 Similarity metric was based on weighted sum of ,jaro winkler distance, cosine similarity, jaccard etc 

 Implemented in Pyspark with Hadoop File System 

 Developed a choropleth map to monitor streaming density of number of card swipes on World Map 
Rendering a 3D Humanoid for training Rural Healthcare     May 15-July 15 

 Shortlisted for Summer Undergraduate Research Award 

 Developed a MFC application for interacting with mesh model of human body 

 Implemented adding and displaying landmark points, rotate the body parts about the landmark points 

graphically, display info of the part clicked, align body to a seat etc. 

MyDropBox: Online File Management system        Feb 15 

 Implemented using TCP for server-client socket programming and QT Creator for GUI 

Quidditch: Multiplayer Game          Mar 15- Apr 15 

 Implemented using UDP for establishing Connections, handled network failures 

 Option to play with an AI player or with other human player 

Identifying Handwritten digits          Sept 16 

 Implemented and compared k-means, k-medoids & DB scan algorithms for identifying handwritten digits 

Exact and approximate inference in Graphical models:      Oct 16-Nov 16 

 Represented the OCR problem as inference problem in HMMs 

 Implemented Clique tree message passing for exact inference HMMs 

 Implemented Junction Tree Algorithm for approximate inference in HMMs 

 Learning parameters of Markov network from given data using Gradient ascent algorithm  
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Machine learning: Algorithms Implemented       Jan 16- Apr 16 

 Linear regression, locally weighted linear regression, logistic regression, Gaussian Discriminant Analysis 

 Implemented SVM classification for classifying an article as advertisement or non advertisement 

 Implemented Neural Network (with 1 hidden layer,100 units) for handwritten digit recognition 

 Implemented Decision trees algorithms for classification 

 Implemented naïve bayes algorithm for classifying an article into one of 8 different newsgroup 

 Given two image vectors find if they represent the same person 

 Algorithms tried includes Decision Trees,Naïve bayes ,Random Forest,SVM  

Game of Entropy            Sept 15 

 Made a bot for the game of entropy using expectimini max algorithm with alpha-beta pruning 

 Used heuristics to calculate the values of lowest node during cutoff 

 Got 2nd position in the class when tested against a random bot 

Processor in Logism            Mar 15-Apr 15 

 Implemented 5 stage pipelining in SimpleRisc single cycle processor in Logism 

 Implemented Interlocks and forwarding, load use hazards and branch locks handled 

Sudoku Solver            Apr16 

 Implemented a solver using recursive backtracking algorithm 

 Used heuristics elimination, lone ranger, twins and triplets 

 Used OpenMP to parallelise the code(~2 sec for solving 36*36 hard puzzles) 

Mechanism for Bicycle Reusability at campus        Feb 16-Apr 16 

 Implemented an online portal where seller uploads his bicycle details and hands the bicycle to admin, 

which gets added on the portal after admin approval  

 Buyer can view the portal and contact the admin for buying the interested bicycle 

Mining Frequent Itemsets          Sept 16-Nov 16 

 Implemented Apriori, ECLAT, FP Growth and Border algorithm for mining frequent itemsets in a bakery 

store dataset 

Verify Exponential growth of particles in fermi acceleration     Oct 14-Dec 14 

 Simulated the energy growth of n balls in a trapezium(with ground wall in SHM) using MPI 

 Results verified for upto 10^6 collisions of balls with the walls. 

Key logger for hacking            Dec 14 

 Implemented a keylogger in C++ , runs in background 

 The log size when reaches a specified threshold, log is automatically mailed to the desired person 

Implemented LZW algorithm for text compression and Decompression    Sept 14 

Implemented Quine McClaskey Algorithm for minimizing Boolean functions    Oct 14 

Implemented Prolog interpreter in SML using backtracking and unification on AST   Apr 15 

 

Technical Skills 

 Lang: C, C++, python, Javascript, pySpark, Matlab, MySQL, HTML, CSS, Prolog,VHDL,SML 

 S/W: WinSCP, QT Creator, Visual Studio 2010, Putty, Latex,Logism, Xilinx, Photoshop, AutoDesk Inventor 

, 

Extra Curricular Highlights 

 Attended 3 days Global Intern Summit by VISA Inc at San Francisco During the internship 

 Selected as a mentor for first year students ,helped them getting acquainted with college lifestyle 

 Executive at AINA, working with a team of over 40+ volunteers in holistic development of Munirka slum 

 Successfully completed a book sharing app in Microsoft code.fun.do. 

 Excellence award in Mathematics during High School 

 Interested in travelling, teaching, playing cricket & badminton 
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